
Be My Slave

The Meteors

Hey baby come with me
Let’s play a game
Let’s go somewhere and lock it down
I don’t feel no shame
You look like the kind of girls
That really want to hurt me
Awful cutme and crazy clever
Low down and dirty
Bring your friend i love a show
There ain’t no way your daddy’s gonna know

We can keep it dark
Or light it up
Line the mirror with white
Take it in turns to hold the lead
Promise not to fight
Oh so pretty
Oh so naughty

Oh so very high
Let’s go baby
Let go baby
We can chain the sky
Don’t waste your time looking around
There ain’t nothing round here better to be found

I want you to be my slave
I want to be your slave
We can both learn how to behave

We can keep it dark
Or light it up
Line the mirror with white
Take it in turns to hold the lead

Promise not to fight
Oh so pretty
Oh so naughty
Oh so very high
Let’s go baby
Let go baby
We can chain the sky
Don’t waste your time looking around
There ain’t nothing round here better to be found

I want you to be my slave
I want to be your slave
We can both learn how to behave

Fill my night with lovers hurting
Like you wanna do
Tell me a thousand things you’ve thought of
And i’ll bring them toyou
There ain’t no given limit
To what we can do
Hold me down
And do your best trick
I’ll do the same to you
We don’t have to be sorry again



Life’s just livin’ and lovin’ in pain
I want you to be my slave
I want to be your slave
(chorus to fade)
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